Human mutations often cause amino acid changes (variants) that can alter protein function or stability. Some variants fall at protein positions that experimentally exhibit "rheostatic" mutation outcomes (different amino acid substitutions lead to a range of functional outcomes). In ongoing studies of rheostat positions, we encountered the need to aggregate experimental results from multiple variants, to describe the overall roles of individual positions. Here, we present "RheoScale" which generates quantitative scores to discriminate rheostat positions from those with "toggle" (most substitutions abolish function) or "neutral" (most substitutions have wild-type function) outcomes. RheoScale scores facilitate correlations of experimental data (such as binding affinity or stability) with structural and bioinformatic analyses. The RheoScale calculator is encoded into a Microsoft Excel workbook and an R script. Example analyses are shown for three model protein systems, including one assessed via deep mutational scanning. The RheoScale calculator quickly and efficiently provided quantitative descriptions that were in good agreement with prior qualitative observations. As an example application, scores were compared to the example proteins' structures; strong rheostat positions tended to occur in dynamic locations.
INTRODUCTION
Results from genome sequencing show that any two unrelated people can have as many as 10,000 amino acid differences (variants) among their proteins (Lek et al., 2016; Ng et al., 2008) . As such, effective personalized medicine requires the ability to reliably predict which variants give rise to medically relevant functional change. Indeed, numerous computer algorithms have been developed to predict the impact of specific amino acid substitutions (e.g., Adzhubei et al., 2010; Bao, Zhou, & Cui, 2005; Bendl et al., 2014; Capriotti, Altman, & Bromberg, 2013; Capriotti, Calabrese, & Casadio, 2006; Capriotti, Fariselli, Calabrese, & Casadio, 2005; Choi, Sims, Murphy, Miller, & Chan, 2012; Hecht, Bromberg, & Rost, 2015; Mathe et al., 2006; Ng & Henikoff, 2001; Niroula, Urolagin, & Vihinen, 2015 Schymkowitz et al., 2005; Stone & Sidow, 2005; Tang & Thomas, 2016) . However, several studies have noted the need to improve predictions (e.g., Dong et al., 2015; Gray, Kukurba, & Kumar, 2012; Miller, Bromberg, & Swint-Kruse, 2017) , and this is a key goal of CAGI (the ongoing "Critical Assessment of Genome Interpretation") (e.g., Daneshjou et al., 2017) .
Instead of constructing a new algorithm, we have focused our attention on the experimental laboratory data that have provided the foundational definitions and assumptions underlying many algorithms. The focus of this work was to develop quantitative scores for the qualitative descriptions of experimental changes in function or stability that arise when multiple amino acids are substituted at given amino acid positions. By first understanding the general role of each position in a protein, we and others (Zhang, Norris, Schwartz, & Alexov, 2011) have hypothesized that the success of specific variant predictions will be enhanced.
One common expectation for "important" positions within a protein is that most substitutions abolish the protein's function or greatly diminish the stability of the native conformation ("dead") . This outcome has been frequently observed for positions that require a particular amino acid chemistry and has provided rationale for alanine scanning experiments. The chemical constraint can often be observed in the evolutionary record as a conserved position in a protein sequence alignment. We previously made the analogy that this type of amino acid position is like a toggle switch with protein function either on (with the correct amino acid chemistry) or off (with a chemically dissimilar variant) ( Figure 1A , middle) (Meinhardt, Manley, Parente, & Swint-Kruse, 2013 ).
Conversely, other protein positions are expected to have little importance, and their amino acid substitutions are expected to have little effect on structure or function (Figure 1A, right) . From an evolutionary perspective, many nonconserved positions are expected to be insensitive to amino acid substitution ("neutral") . From a structural perspective, many surface-exposed positions are also expected to be neutral.
Both of these expected scenarios tempt investigators to extrapolate the outcome from one variant (or a few) to the overall role of the position being substituted (neutral or toggle). However, this inference is not appropriate for a third class of protein positions: We observed this class in an experimental study of select nonconserved positions in LacI/GalR homologs (Meinhardt & Swint-Kruse, 2008; Meinhardt et al., 2013; Tungtur, Egan, & Swint-Kruse, 2007; Tungtur, Meinhardt, & Swint-Kruse, 2010; Tungtur, Parente, & Swint-Kruse, 2011) . Many substitutions did alter protein function which indicated that, despite their nonconservation, these positions were important (and thus, not neutral). Additionally, when multiple amino acid variants (∼8 to 12) were substituted into the same position, a wide range of outcomes was observed (e.g., Figure 2A ), from neutral to intermediate to dead (and thus, not a toggle position) . Surprisingly, the outcomes did not correlate with either the common biochemical properties of amino acids (e.g., hydrophobicity, charge, etc.) or with the evolutionary frequencies observed for each type of amino acid (Meinhardt et al., 2013) .
We called these "rheostat" positions (Meinhardt et al., 2013) because, similar to a dimmer switch on a light, substitutions at such positions could be exploited by evolutionary processes to "dial" function up or down as organisms adapt to new niches. A review of other experimental studies suggests that rheostat positions occur in many proteins and that their effects could manifest in many parameters including binding affinities, rate constants, allosteric coupling, and/or protein stability (Swint-Kruse, 2016) . We have reasoned that some variants at rheostat positions are likely to be medically important:
"Dead" variants at rheostat positions are catastrophic, and medically important substitutions have been documented for various nonconserved positions (e.g., de Beer et al., 2013; Pendergrass, Williams, Blair, & Fenton, 2006) . Furthermore, Alexov and colleagues have predicted that some positions with known disease-causing changes can also be substituted with harmless amino acids (Zhang et al., 2011) ; this complex behavior is indicative of a rheostat position.
Given the potential medical importance and complex substitution outcomes observed at known rheostat positions, we next considered whether discriminating rheostat positions from toggle positions could provide an avenue for improving substitution predictions (Miller et al., 2017) . Results of this study showed that the functional outcomes from substituting rheostat positions were very poorly predicted by current algorithms, whereas those at toggle positions were well-predicted (Miller et al., 2017) . Thus, the performance of current algorithms could be improved simply by filtering out variants at rheostat positions; for rheostat positions, new (and distinct) algorithms should be developed.
To that end, our long-term goals are (i) to reliably predict the locations of rheostat positions and (ii) to understand the biophysical changes that underlie their noncanonical substitution outcomes. For the latter, we are now carrying out relevant structural and functional studies in various model proteins. Among results from our ongoing experiments, we have identified positions that exhibit strong rheostat behavior with substitution outcomes that covered a wide functional range: from more active than wild-type, to near-wild-type, to functionally dead (e.g., Meinhardt et al., 2013) . Results for other positions showed more nuanced and/or complex changes: some positions displayed weaker rheostatic behavior with modest but biologically significant variation from wild-type; other positions exhibited intermediate patterns (e.g., part rheostat and part neutral). These various outcomes are represented by simulated data shown in Figure 1A and B.
Together, these results show that assigning a position's overall substitution behavior using a ternary rheostat/toggle/neutral classification (i) was insufficient to describe the full range of experimental outcomes, (ii) required investigators to set arbitrary thresholds to discriminate the categories, (iii) returned qualitative descriptions of substitution outcomes, and (iv) was not easily used as input training sets for prediction algorithms or to correlate substitution outcomes with structural or evolutionary properties. These short-comings motivated us to develop the three quantitative scales (rheostat/toggle/neutral) reported herein.
As test cases, we applied these analyses to three experimental datasets for which multiple variants for each substituted position were available: nonconserved positions in the LacI/GalR paralogs (Meinhardt et al., 2013) , an allosterically regulated kinase for which multiple experimental functional parameters are available (pyruvate kinase) (Ishwar, Tang, & Fenton, 2015; Tang, Alontaga, Holyoak, & Fenton, 2017) , and three TIM barrel orthologs of indole-3-glycerol phosphate synthase characterized via deep mutational scanning (Chan, Venev, Zeldovich, & Matthews, 2017) . When used in combination, these rheostat, neutral, and toggle scales produced numerical scores that well-described the qualitative behaviors assigned to the experimentally substituted positions and provided a facile means for analyzing large experimental datasets. This report is accompanied by the "RheoScale" calculator tool (available as both a Microsoft Excel workbook and as an R script) that can be used to quickly calculate position scores for a wide range of experimental data in a wide range of proteins. RheoScale scores can be easily compared with results from structural or sequence-based studies which we expect will aid in uncovering the biophysical parameters that lead to the varied substitution outcomes. To provide an example of this utility, we report initial structural analyses for each of the three protein test cases; results suggest rheostat positions occur in dynamic protein In both C and D, the bin number recommended by the calculator-14-was used. (E) Neutral (white), unweighted rheostat (gray), weighted rheostat (hatched), and toggle (black) scores calculated from the histograms shown in panels C and D. The dashed line at 0.5 is to aid visual inspection of the scores. Note that all of the nonideal cases have rheostat scores close to 0.5. In the three complex examples, this value mirrors the fraction of variants that have rheostat character; the non-rheostat variants raise the toggle or neutral scores. For the "modest rheostat" example, the rheostat score of 0.5 arises because the variant outcomes span about half of the total possible functional range (dashed lines); the toggle and neutral scores remain very low F I G U R E 2 Example score calculations using data from a study of variants in LacI/GalR homologs (Meinhardt et al., 2013) . (A) Representative experimental data are shown for 9 amino acid variants at position 58 in the dimeric version of LacI (gray bars). The dashed line shows the minimum value (strongest repression) observed in the overall study for a LacI variant; this value was obtained for a variant at a different position. The black bar indicates the value for "no repression" and corresponds to the value of a "dead" LacI variant. The experimental values in (A) were used to generate the histogram shown in (B); the bin number recommended by the calculator-9-was used. The bins corresponding to the "wild-type" and "dead" values are shown with green and magenta dots, respectively. (C) Summary histogram for 104 single amino acid variants created by substituting 12 different positions in dimeric LacI. Note that all possible bins are occupied. (D) Calculated neutral (magenta), rheostat (green), and toggle (black) scores for 12 positions that were substituted in dimeric LacI, and rheostat scores for "All" data. Note that several LacI positions had neutral or toggle scores of 0.0. The dashed line at 0.5 is to aid visual inspection of the scores. (E-G) Comparisons of scores calculated for analogous positions in different LacI/GalR homologs. "LacI" was the dimeric version of the naturally occurring E. coli lactose repressor protein. The other LacI/GalR homologs listed in the figure (e.g., LLhF, LLhR) were chimeras comprising the LacI DNA binding domain and the linkers/regulatory domains from various naturally occurring homologs; for more details, see (Meinhardt et al., 2012) . (E) If only a few homologs are to be compared, RheoScale scores for each position can be plotted on the same graph with different symbols for detailed appraisal. (F) For comparison of multiple homologs, these plots show the full range of RheoScale scores obtained at each position (magenta dots). The average and standard deviation for each position are shown with black bars. The dashed line at 0.5 is to aid visual inspection of the data. Most of the positions in this region of the LacI/GalR homologs have strong rheostat scores and low neutral and toggle scores. (G) A heat map is another useful way to compare scores across many homologs. In this example, the color legend indicates the strength of weighted rheostat scores for the homologs on the Y-axis and the positions listed on the X-axis; gray boxes with black "X's" denote positions with an insufficient number of variants to reliably calculate a score. Colored boxes with gray X's indicate positions with fewer variants than the bin number; this results in the rheostat score being a lower limit regions. In the future, RheoScale scores can also be used as a feature of protein positions in future prediction algorithms, which may lead to better determinations of variant outcomes.
Editorial policies and ethical considerations
This work was carried out using data for recombinant proteins; review by an ethics board was not required.
RHEOSCALE CALCULATIONS
In developing scales to quantify substitution behavior, we considered the criteria used to subjectively define a position as rheostat, toggle, or neutral. These criteria were: (i) the number of different functional (or stability) outcomes that arose from varied amino acid substitutions at any one position; and (ii) the range of change observed for these outcomes, as compared to the total possible range determined using multiple positions. Both types of information can be captured in histograms.
However, we did not necessarily expect (or observe) these histograms to follow a Gaussian distribution; standard measures of skewness and kurtosis were also not useful for analyzing these data.
Therefore, we developed novel methods to assign histogram bins and to analyze subsequent distribution patterns (see the attached
Microsoft Excel workbook or R script, Supporting Files). To illustrate and develop these calculations, simulated data were generated to exemplify the three idealized substitution behaviors (rheostat, toggle, and neutral; Figure 1A ). Other data were simulated to exemplify four nonideal datasets ( Figure 1B ). Further details of the score calculations are provided within the Supplemental Information. An overview of the process is as follows:
For each position, the functional outcomes for each variant were sorted into histogram bins; results can be shown as bars (e.g., Figure 1C ) for one data set or as dots (e.g., Figure 1D ) to compare two or more data sets. Next, a score for neutral substitution behavior was calculated from the fraction of variants present in a bin centered on the wild-type value ( Figure 1E) . A score for toggle substitution behavior was calculated from the fraction of variants present in the bin corresponding to the nonfunctional value (hereafter referred to as "dead"; Figure 1E ). Finally, a score for rheostat substitution behavior was calculated by determining the fraction of all possible bins that were occupied ( Figure 1E ). All three calculations were normalized so that scores range In developing these score calculations, three factors were considered: (i) the required features for an experimental data set, (ii) the appropriate choice for the number of histogram bins, and (iii) the use of a weighting scale in calculating the rheostat score. The rationale and requisite details considered for each factor, as well as guidance for setting RheoScale parameters and analytic thresholds, can be found in the Supporting Methods. Additional references in the Supporting Methods include (Larose, 2016; Sturges, 1926; Markiewicz et al., 1994) . Directions for using the accompanying RheoScale Microsoft Excel workbook calculator and the RheoScale R script calculator are also presented in the Supporting Methods.
In brief, we recommend that experimental data sets should comprise at least 10 variants per position. As with most analyses, data sets with smaller experimental errors required fewer variants than those with larger experimental error. Analysis was also facilitated by having data for multiple positions per protein; this aided in determining the full range of functional (or structural) values that can be accessed via single amino acid changes in the protein under study.
In choosing a bin number for histogram analyses, we recommend using the largest number that accounts for both the number of variants and the experimental error. The RheoScale calculator automatically aids determination of this value but, as in all histogram analyses, the investigator should systematically vary the bin number manually to empirically validate the parameter. A standardized bin number of 10 allowed good sampling for variant numbers that ranged from 8 to 20. A standardized bin number could also facilitate substitution comparisons across many different datasets and proteins. A weighted rheostat score can be used to provide more confidence that observed changes significantly differ from the wild-type value. Finally, when interpreting RheoScale scores, we empirically found a rheostat score ≥0.5 to correspond to subjectively assigned rheostat positions for datasets that were analyzed using ∼10 bins.
EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
To develop the RheoScale calculator, we used both simulated data (Figure 1 and Supp. Figure S1 ) and experimental data previously published for the LacI/GalR paralogs (Meinhardt et al., 2013) . We further tested the calculator on published data for pyruvate kinase, an enzyme for which multiple experimental functional parameters are available (Ishwar et al., 2015; , and three TIM barrel orthologs that were characterized using deep mutational scanning (Chan et al., 2017) . Finally, we considered the scores in light of known structural features to identify potential features of rheostat positions.
LacI/GalR homologs
Subjective rheostat assignments were integral to a previous study of LacI/GalR transcription repressor homologs (Meinhardt et al., 2013) . Therefore, we used that same data set to assess the calculator performance and to demonstrate a range of data presentation styles.
In the previous study, a set of ∼1100 LacI/GalR variants were created by random mutagenesis at 12 structurally analogous, nonconserved positions. The region targeted by these 12 positions was a structurally flexible linker (Ha, Spolar, & Record, 1989; Kalodimos et al., 2004; Swint-Kruse, Larson, Pettitt, & Matthews, 2002; Swint-Kruse, Matthews, Smith, & Pettitt, 1998; Taraban et al., 2008) that, in the presence of DNA, forms multiple interfaces (Swint-Kruse et al., 2002): with the DNA binding domain, the DNA, the regulatory domain, and between two monomers (Supp. Figure S2 ; Bell & Lewis, 2000) . For each variant, the ability to repress transcription was compared to a "no repressor" condition which served as the "dead" value for current calculations. Control experiments showed that in vivo repression correlated with K d for DNA binding (Tungtur, Skinner, Zhan, Swint-Kruse, & Beckett, 2011; and that all variants produced folded protein capable of binding DNA which was also expressed at high levels (Meinhardt et al., 2013) . The 12 positions under study were subjectively designated as rheostat, toggle, or neutral positions for each homolog (Table 4 of Meinhardt et al., 2013) .
Rheostat behavior dominated the data set (Meinhardt et al., 2013) ; four other positions interspersed in this region functioned as toggle positions (Miller et al., 2017; Suckow et al., 1996) .
In the current analyses, the number of available variants led to recommended bin numbers that ranged from 7 to 10 depending upon the homolog. We considered using the same bin number for all homologs, but the number of available variants differed enough that we chose to optimize score calculations for each homolog. The average experimental error was small enough that it did not influence the bin number. As will often occur for biochemical data, some positions had fewer variants than bin number (e.g., nine bins were used to analyze data for the homolog "LacI", but position 55 had only six variants) and therefore the calculated rheostat scores were lower limits. Two of the LacI/GalR homologs were excluded from the current analyses because (i) the poor repression by the wild-type paralog caused this bin to be adjacent to the "dead" bin (homolog "LGhP" in Meinhardt et al., 2013) Figure 2C to depict the total range of change. Calculated scores are shown for each position in Figure 2D (e.g., the scores for position 58 would be determined from the histogram shown in Figure 2B ). Scores for multiple homologs are compared via various presentations shown in Figure 2E -G. As noted before (Meinhardt et al., 2013) , each linker position showed varied levels of rheostat behavior among the homologs.
For 9 of the 12 substituted positions, most rheostat scores were above 0.5 ( Figure 2E-G) . In contrast, most neutral and toggle scores were usually <0.5 ( Figure 2G) . Therefore, the calculator allowed for a rapid, quantitative evaluation of the rheostat nature for individual protein positions that was consistent with subjective assignments of rheostat substitution behavior.
In addition, new information was gained from considering the full range of change observed for individual proteins. For example, Figure 2C shows the binned data for all 104 variants that were created across 12 positions in the LacI linker region. This histogram showed that a full range of outcomes was observed in the available dataset, and the rheostat score calculated from "All" data was 1.0. Likewise, the "All" rheostat scores were 1.0 for each LacI/GalR homolog. Thus, the LacI/GalR homolog functions were perfectly tunable by single substitutions in the linker region. In the future, it will be interesting to determine whether the linker is a "hotspot" for tuning LacI/GalR functions, or whether the tunability is widespread throughout the structure.
The various presentation styles shown in Figure 2E 
Pyruvate kinase
To test the RheoScale calculator on novel biochemical data, we used data available for human liver pyruvate kinase (hL-PYK) (Ishwar et al., 2015; . These data were generated to study allosteric communication between protein binding sites rather than rheostatic substitution behavior of individual positions, but our preliminary subjective inspection suggested that several positions showed rheostat substitution behavior.
Pyruvate kinase is a glycolytic enzyme subject to extensive allosteric regulation. The affinity of hL-PYK for its substrate, phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), is reduced upon binding alanine and enhanced upon binding fructose-1,6-bisphosphate ("Fru-1,6-BP") (Fenton & Alontaga, 2009; Fenton & Hutchinson, 2009 ). Thus, the multiple binding events of this protein also provided a model system to explore whether multiple functional parameters are simultaneously altered by substitutions at rheostat positions.
In the available datasets, eight positions near the Fru-1,6-BP site (Ishwar et al., 2015) and nine positions near the alanine binding site were extensively substituted (Supp. Figure S3 ).
Five different parameters are routinely reported for hL-PYK variants:
K a-PEP is a kinetically derived apparent affinity for PEP that, due to the rapid equilibrium nature of the enzyme (Boyer, 1969) , has been treated like a true dissociation constant. K ix-Ala and K ix-F-1,6-BP are dissociation constants for the two allosteric effectors. Q Ala and Q F-1,6-BP are allosteric coupling constants calculated from the fold-change in K a-PEP caused by the respective allosteric ligand (Reinhart, 1983 (Reinhart, , 2004 . Of these five parameters, three are available for any one hL-PYK variant (K a-PEP and the respective K ix and Q values associated with the allosteric site being substituted).
For RheoScale score calculations, the "dead" value for K a-PEP was represented by variants lacking detectable catalytic activity over the substrate range assayed. In considering these variants, we encountered two challenges. The first was to assign a numerical value to "dead" K a-PEP . For equilibrium dissociation constants, larger values represent diminished function; for "dead" hL-PYK variants, K a-PEP must be greater than any of the substrate concentrations assayed. However, the use of very large values in the RheoScale calculator would have artificially expanded the total max/min range, thereby compressing the other experimental data into a few bins. Thus, we chose a value two orders of magnitude larger than the highest substrate concentration used in the experimental assay; this is the smallest value not detectable in the assay ( Figure 3A , black dot). For variants with detectable activity but incomplete binding curves (i.e., no V max , which is required for data fitting), we assigned a value equivalent to the largest substrate concentration used in the experimental assay.
The second challenge was that abolished PEP activity could be due to a catastrophic loss in any of (i) PEP binding (as reflected by the apparent affinity K a-PEP ), (ii) binding of the other substrate, ATP, (iii) catalysis (k cat ), which is required to measure the apparent affinity, or (iv) protein expression/stability. One way to simplify interpretation is to omit "dead" variants from the score calculations, but this would make the toggle score meaningless. The magnitude of the rheostat score would also change, but the comparisons among rheostat scores would have similar results. Thus, the data shown in figures below include variants with "no PEP activity," but the interpretation limitations must be kept in mind for "dead" K a-PEP .
The other four parameters-K ix and Q values-were only determined when K a-PEP could be measured which gives confidence that the protein was expressed, folded, and catalytically active. (Although we do not rule out the possibility that any position was a rheostat for protein stability; such data were not available.) For K ix "dead" values, we again chose a value two orders of magnitude greater than the largest ligand concentration used ( Figure 3B and D, black dots); for these variants, Q values could not be determined and thus were not part of scores calculated for Q. Q "dead" values occurred when allosteric regulation was abolished (K a-PEP was the same in the absence and presence of allosteric ligand); this corresponded to a value of 1 for both regulators ( Figure 3C and E, black dots). Note that for activator Fru-1,6-BP, Q F-1,6-BP = 1 is the range minimum ( Figure 3C , black dot), whereas for inhibitor alanine, Q Ala = 1 is the maximum ( Figure 3E , black dot). . Further analysis of the current dataset showed the gap and the 7-fold distribution persisted when the two binding sites were analyzed separately from each other (Supp. Figure S4) . The 7-fold distribution falls within the activation/inhibition range of the wild-type protein that results
F I G U R E 3
Composite histograms for functional parameters of hL-PYK variants. Histograms were created using experimentally determined parameters ((A) K a-PEP , (B) K ix-Ala , (C) Q Ala , (D) K ix-F-1,6-BP , and (E) Q F-1,6-BP ) for all available variants at all positions. Experimental data were taken from Ishwar et al. (2015) ; . Values on the X-axes correspond to the upper value of the bin, in log scale. The number of variants used for the composite calculations ("n") are listed at the top of each panel. As described in the text, variants that lacked catalytic activity for PEP did not have measurements for K ix or Q ax ; variants that lacked K ix binding activity did not have measurements for Q ax . Bins containing the "wild-type" (white) and "dead" (black) values are shown with dots In contrast to K a-PEP , the other four parameters were highly tunable by single substitutions near the two allosteric sites evaluated ( Figure 3B-E) : In other words, all bins between "wild-type" and "dead" were well-populated. For these parameters, the rheostat scores for "All" data approached 1, four individual positions had rheostat scores significantly greater than 0.5 ( Figure 4A ; 56, 82, 446, and 531), and another six positions had rheostat scores near 0.5. Five other positions had high toggle scores-and correspondingly low rheostat scores-for one of the parameters (Figure 4 ; 444, 482, 483, 494, and 501) . Finally, although a few positions had high neutral scores for K a-PEP , no position was neutral in all measured parameters. That is, all positions contributed to changing at least one of the measured functional parameters.
Preliminary structural analyses do not identify an obvious characteristic that discriminates rheostat and toggle positions. The structure of Fru-1,6-BP-bound hL-PYK (Holyoak et al., 2013) shows that both rheostat and toggle positions make direct contacts to the ligand; this parallels findings for the LacI/GalR homologs, for which both rheostat and toggle positions contacted DNA (Meinhardt et al., 2013) . (Note that a structure has not been determined for alanine-bound hL-PYK.) Intriguingly, positions with the highest rheostat scores (Figure 4 ; 56, 82, 446, and 531) were located outside of regular secondary structure (Supp. Figure S3) (Holyoak et al., 2013) , and hydrogen-deuterium exchange experiments with the rabbit muscle M1 isoform suggest that the regions around positions 55-56, 481-483, and 444-449 have dynamics that change in response to allosteric ligands (Prasannan, Villar, Artigues, & Fenton, 2013) . These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that rheostat positions fall in regions with functionally important dynamics.
In summary, these analyses demonstrated that hL-PYK, with its multi-faceted function, can serve as an interesting experimental system for elucidating the properties of rheostat and toggle positions.
Deep mutational scanning of TIM barrel isozymes
In combination with biological competition assays, recent advances in gene sequencing have enabled "deep mutational scanning" of structure/function outcomes for large libraries of amino acid variants (Fowler & Fields, 2014; Gray, Hause, & Fowler, 2017; Roscoe, Thayer, Zeldovich, Fushman, & Bolon, 2013) . Although the assay output is (i) a combination of all possible changes in stability and function, and (ii) sensitive to the threshold of the biological competition assay (Mavor et al., 2016) , data for a given position usually report results for all (Chan et al., 2017) are colored with alternating green and magenta. Each of these regions comprise a strand and parts of the flanking N-and C-loops; these eight strands form the central beta barrel of the protein. These colored regions correspond to the arrow schematics in panel C. The structure was created using pdb 2C3Z of the Ss isozyme (Schneider et al., 2005) and was rendered with UCSF chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004) . (C) RheoScale scores were derived from the experimental data of Chan et al. (2017) Figure 5A and B) (Chan et al., 2017) . This region is known to be important for TIM barrel stability and contains the enzyme active site (Chan et al., 2017; Gangadhara, Laine, Kathuria, Massi, & Matthews, 2013) . This data set allowed us to test the score calculations with assay output common to deep mutational scanning (i.e., a biological fitness score) and to compare and contrast rheostat positions in three proteins with structural and functional similarities (albeit with low sequence identities in the range of 30-40%).
For RheoScale score calculations, we used the guidelines established for the experimental study (Chan et al., 2017) (Gangadhara et al., 2013 ).
In addition, rheostat substitution behavior was observed for various positions in the three isozymes. All three isozymes had "All variant" rheostat scores of 1.0 (data not shown) indicating that the fitness score of each homolog was perfectly tunable by single substitutions in the region targeted for this study. Homolog comparisons showed that Since the hL-PYK active site is also located on a TIM barrel domain Figure S3 ), it will be interesting to determine whether the rheostat and toggle positions are similarly enriched on opposite sides of the barrel.
When the TIM structural unit scores were re-cast as heat maps (Supp. Figure S5) , the toggle scores also showed a tendency to increase as the strands progressed around the barrel (top to bottom in the heat map). The latter is intriguing considering that a folding intermediate is known for a homologous TIM barrel. Strands 1-4 were folded in this intermediate, whereas strands 5-8 were unfolded (Rojsajjakul, Wintrode, Vadrevu, Robert Matthews, & Smith, 2004) . The increased toggle scores correlate with the units that fold last.
In summary, both rheostat and toggle positions were detected in data from deep mutational scanning studies of three TIM isozymes.
When compared to structure, results suggest intriguing hypothesis about the locations of rheostat and toggle positions on TIM barrels.
CONCLUSION
When outcomes are predicted for amino acid substitutions, they are often assigned to binary categories such as "benign/pathological". We and Alexov et al. (Zhang et al., 2011) (with respect to whether the majority of substitutions were predicted to alter stability), and "specific/nonspecific" (with respect to the direction of the predicted change) (Zhang et al., 2011) . In our experimental studies, results showed that the category of "nontolerant" should be further divided into two classes of positions: rheostat and toggle (Meinhardt et al., 2013) .
Here, we extend those concepts to accommodate the continuum between classes, from neutral-to rheostat-to toggle-like behaviors, that were observed in experimental data (Swint-Kruse, 2016) . Analyses of data for model proteins show that the neutral, rheostat, and toggle RheoScale scores (i) recapitulated the findings of previously published manual analyses, and (ii) have proven useful for condensing outcomes from multiple amino acid substitutions into a simple quantitative descriptor for each substituted position. Use of the RheoScale calculator greatly sped analyses, and the use of multiple presentation styles emphasized different patterns in the scores and helped pinpoint individual positions and regions for more detailed study. In addition to analyzing data from biochemical studies, this calculator may be particularly useful for analyzing the large datasets that are arising from deep mutational scanning. Indeed, although the latter generally have high error for the individual data points, using the data from all 19 possible substitutions to calculate a general behavior for a position should amplify the signal to noise ratio.
For all three example protein datasets, RheoScale analyses showed that the full functional range was accessible to each protein (except K a-PEP for hL-PYK). Nevertheless, of the three experimental datasets analyzed, the LacI/GalR study had a greater fraction of positions for which rheostat character dominated than did the hL-PYK or TIM barrel proteins (Figure 2 versus Figures 3 and 6) . This was likely due to the fact that the LacI/GalR study was designed to explore the contributions of functionally important, nonconserved positions. In contrast, the PYK study was designed to study allostery and the TIM barrel designed to study protein stability. In future studies designed to explore rheostat positions, it will be interesting to see the range of rheostat positions and the magnitudes of their scores that arise.
The trends illuminated by the calculated scores allowed us to note some intriguing structural similarities for the strong rheostat positions. In both LacI/GalR transcription repressors and in hL-PYK, the strong rheostat positions fell into regions known to have functionally important dynamics. The TIM barrel loops also showed a greater propensity for strong rheostat positions than did the strands. As we continue to ferret out the biophysical roots of rheostat behavior, the calculated positional RheoScale scores could also provide useful input for machine learning algorithms and enable predictions for personalized medicine and protein engineering.
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